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Dubuque WT – McCann Pottery 
1836 to about 1838  

 

In the 1830s in the lead mining region there was a large influx of people. At the time, Dubuque was a 
part of the large Wisconsin Territory. Detailed records about inhabitants of the Territory at this time are 
scarce. Fortunately, a record of one potter who operated in 1835 did survive. This is the oldest pottery 
documented pottery in the Wisconsin Territory. Its location in Dubuque now is a part of the State of 
Iowa but we included it as a “Wisconsin” pottery anyway. 

In October/November 1835, a Mr. S.S. 
McCann placed an advertisement in 
the Dubuque Visitor: “LIBERAL WAGES 
will be given first rate Stone Ware 
POTTER, at Du Buque, by the 
subscriber, where he will find 
constant employment” dated Oct 5. 

This is the only written record about this pottery business that could be found. We can’t confirm that he 
started a pottery or simply intended to.  

The 1836 Census for the State of Iowa lists S.S. McCann as living in Woolstock, Iowa, located 160 miles 
west of Dubuque. Presumably, McCann moved to Dubuque that year to start a pottery business. 

Kenneth Dearolf states that McCann made stoneware marked “Milwaukee T.W.” at Dubuque. However, 
it seems highly unlikely that such a piece exists since McCann’s pottery was not in Milwaukee, and 
McCann probably made earthenware, not stoneware. Existence of any piece of McCann pottery could 
not be found.  

A notice was placed In the Iowa News dated June 9, 1838 announcing that the partnership between 
Louis Ariando and S.S. McCann was dissolved. There is nothing to indicate that this partnership had 
anything to do with a pottery business, however. 

Given the large number of people in southeastern Wisconsin in the 1830’s, there were probably other 
earthenware potters active. However, no record of them have been found yet.  

  

Figure 1 In June of 1838 this notice appeared in the Iowa News. It is not known 
if this notice or Louis Ariando had anything to do with a potttery business or 
some other venture, but it is the only other reference to Mr. Mc Cann we found. 
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